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BOEMRE COMMENTS (September 2013) 

 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement:  

Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project, Bogue Banks, Carteret County, NC 

 General Comments 

A Consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions 

of the National Environmental Policy Act, the Corps has combined the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement 

(EIS) with a planning instrument. The draft Integrated Feasibility Report (IFR) and EIS integrate alternative 

development, engineering and economic analyses, and environmental review in a single document. In the draft document, 

the elements required in an EIS are presented in an atypical order, and the re-organization presents some fundamental 

challenges to the reader. For example, the reader must first read the Tentatively Selected Plan chapter (Chapter 6), the 

practical description of the proposed action, to fully comprehend the site-specific discussion of in the Affected 

Environment chapter (Chapter 2). Environmental commitments are enumerated before the presentation of the impact 

analyses in the Environmental Effects chapter (Chapter 7). Therefore, the reader must first read the effects analyses to 

fully appreciate the need and purpose of the proposed mitigation. 

 

BOEM recommends the Corps prepare prefatory guidance to better orient the reader to the organization of the document. 

Alternatively, the Corps could insert the Affected Environment chapter after the Tentatively Selected Plan chapter and 

before the Environmental Effects chapter. Mitigation should be linked in a logical manner to the effects analysis. 

B Please include BOEM jurisdiction justification: 

Public Law 103-426 enacted 31 October 1994 gave BOEM the authority to convey, on a 

noncompetitive basis, the rights to OCS sand, gravel, or shell resources for shore protection; 

beach or wetlands restoration projects; or for use in construction projects funded in whole or 

part or authorized by the federal government. In implementing this authority, BOEM may issue 

a negotiated non-competitive lease agreement for the use of OCS sand to a qualifying entity.  

BOEM and the USACE are cooperating agencies having jurisdiction over different project facets 

and locations. OCS resources (beyond three mi) fall under BOEM’s jurisdiction, as found in the 

OCS Land Act. 

C Please indicate earlier in the document:  

BOEM and the USACE are cooperating agencies having jurisdiction over different project facets 

and locations. OCS resources (beyond three mi) fall under BOEM’s jurisdiction, as found in the 

OCS Land Act. 

D Please note this earlier in the document: 

Since most of the borrow areas identified for the proposed project are located on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), 

BOEM may need to authorize their use for initial and/or maintenance construction. The BOEM, as a cooperating federal 

agency, may undertake a connected action (i.e., authorize use of the OCS borrow area) that is related, but unique from the 

Corps’s proposed action (i.e., construction of the project). Consequently, the purpose and need of the BOEM’s proposed 

action is different. Ideally, the EIS should provide a more accurate description of the BOEM’s involvement under the 

Corps’ proposed action.  

 

The BOEM’s proposed action is the issuance of a negotiated agreement pursuant to its authority under the Outer 

Continental Shelf Lands Act. The purpose of that action is to authorize the use of OCS sand (or other sediment) resources 

in beach nourishment and coastal restoration projects undertaken by federal, state or local government agencies, and/or in 

other federally authorized construction projects. The BOEM’s action will be needed because the localities and the Corps 

submitted authorization requests to the BOEM.  

E The Environmental Effects chapter (Chapter 7) offers a robust discussion of the potential environmental impacts related 

to the Tentatively Selected Plan. In contrast, the document offers a limited discussion of potential impacts associated with 

other alternatives, including the no action alternative. BOEM suggests the Corps clearly indicate which alternatives were 

dismissed and on what basis. Otherwise, the direct and indirect impacts of alternatives should be discussed in more detail 

and in context of their relative significance in the Environmental Effects chapter. 

F The biological assessment discusses protected species that are likely to occur in the proposed project area. However, the 

draft IFR/EIS does not address other marine mammals without protection status, such as dolphin species, that are likely to 

be present and may be affected by the proposed action. They are mentioned in App G but should be addressed within the 

document text. 

# Page 

 

Section 

 

Specific Comments 

1 2 

App F 

Fig. 1.1 

Figure 1 

Please add the OCS line to delineate Federal vs State waters 

2 5 and 8 1.08 and 

Fig 1.2 

No mention of the most recent 2013 Post Irene Renourishment Effort along BogueBanks 

3 21 2.04.6 Please include a figure indicating hardbottom areas within and near offshore borrow areas. 

 

A more detailed description of offshore hardbottom would be helpful. A discussion of habitat 

association between benthic populations and habitat type (RSDs, hard bottom, sand and muddy 

substrate) should be provided. The benthic resources or hard bottom descriptions should include 

a detailed description of the occurrence and quality of benthic sargassum, corals, and sponges.  

4 32 2.07 “In accordance with Section 7 (a)(2) of the ESA, the Corps has been in consultation with the 

USFWS and NMFS since beginning this study.” Should indicate BOEM’s involvement in the 

process to cover use of the OCS borrow site under ESA 

5 33 Table 

2.4 

Update with new info on spp. Atl sturgeon are now endangered 

6 38 2.08 There is no discussion of the potential for archaeological resources in the vicinity of pump-out 

locations and pipeline corridors, and the likely areas for those operations are not identified. 

Consideration of these areas may be important as they are subject to bottom disturbing activities 

such as anchoring, anchor drag, and pipeline emplacement 

7  2.08 The Corps does not fully address the potential for prehistoric sites within the survey area. 

BOEM suggests that the following tasks relating to prehistoric site potential be addressed: 

 

1. review current literature on late Pleistocene and Holocene geology, paleogeography, and sea 

level change in the area; marine and coastal prehistory; and previous archaeological resource 

reports in the area if available.   
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2. discuss relict geomorphic features and their archaeological potential that includes the type, 

age, and association of the mapped features; the acoustic characteristics of channels and their 

fill material; evidence for preservation or erosion of channel margins; evidence for more than 

one generation of fluvial downcutting; and the sea level curves used in the assessment. 

3. discuss, based on the capabilities of current technology in relation to the thickness and 

composition of sediments overlying the area of a potential site, the potential for identification 

and evaluation of buried prehistoric sites.  

 

The DEIS should incorporate information that summarizes the potential for prehistoric sites 

within the project area.   

8 40 2.12.1 Ambient and anthropogenic noise in the marine environment is not described. 

9 72 Table 

5.8 

Table 5.8 does not address potential impacts from the range of beach fill and non-structural 

alternatives proposed to physical processes and non-listed marine mammals. 

10 79  Please indicate state vs federal borrow sites or give some explanation to the difference. 

11 81  Note that the recent FEMA project off Bogue Banks went from January to March 25th on the 

ODMDS and did not catch any turtles during relocation trawling 

12 103  The description of and potential impacts to protected marine mammals and sea turtles are 

incorporated by reference to the biological assessment. BOEM recommends a brief summary be 

provided in the EIS, or, the biological assessment should be included as a physical attachment 

to the Final IFR/EIS. 

13 105 7.02.7 Suggest referencing some more recent literature which can be found the recent review on this 

subject Michel et al, 2013. 

14 109 7.02.8.2 It should be stated that cross-shore sediment transport will likely occur beyond the depth of 

closure, but ultimately depends on the forcing conditions and the profile state at the time of the 

forcing event. 

15 111 7.02.8.5 What about potential impacts to benthic Sargassum? It is noted to be in the area but then not 

further addressed. 

16  7.02.8.6 Additional info from NASA Wallops Island EA (2013): 

“Dredging operations would cause sediment to be suspended in the water column. Studies of 

past projects indicate that the extent of the sediment plume is generally limited to between 

1,640 – 4,000 ft from the dredge and that elevated turbidity levels are generally short-lived, on 

the order of an hour or less. (USACE 1983; Hitchcock et al. 1999; MMS 1999; Anchor 

Environmental 2003; Wilber et al. 2006).” 

17  7.03.4 BOEM recommends a discussion of bird utilization of hard bottom areas and other offshore 

habitat. 

18  7.03.5 It seems odd that T and E aren’t addressed until the terrestrial section although it includes 

offshore species. Would be helpful to include a section in the marine environment on offshore T 

and E spp. 

19  7.09.1 Additional info from the NASA/BOEM Wallops 2013 EA that may be useful: 

“During the initial Wallops Island beach fill in summer 2012, NASA partnered with BOEM and 

USACE (Reine et al, 2013) to record background in-water sound levels at the both offshore 

borrow area and the nearshore pumpout area. Data were collected at two listening depths at 

each site; approximately 10 ft and 30 ft depths at the offshore shoal and 10 ft and 20 ft at the 

nearshore sites. During the study, the majority of data collected when winds were at least 4-7 

miles per hour and wave heights were at least 1-2 feet. Therefore, the data do not reflect “calm” 

sea conditions. 

Background sound pressure levels (SPLs) averaged 117 dB across all sampling days, sites, 

water depths and weather conditions. Minimum measured sound levels ranged from 91 dB to 

107 dB depending on sampling location and water depth; maximum levels ranged from 

approximately 128 dB to just under 148 dB (Reine et al. in prep). Highest SPLs were found at 

frequencies of less than 200 hertz. The authors note that sea state and the associated sounds 

generated by waves interacting with the survey vessel likely contributed to the elevated 

readings. 

Based upon data collected by Reine et al. (2013), sediment removal and the transition from 

transit to pump-out would be expected to produce the highest sound levels at an estimated 

source level (SL) of 172 dB at 3 ft. The two quietest dredging activities would be expected to be 

seawater pump-out (flushing pipes) and transiting (unloaded) to the borrow site, with expected 

SLs of approximately 159 and 163 dB at 3 ft, respectively…. 

Based upon attenuation rates observed by Reine et al. (in prep.), it would be expected that at 

distances approximately 1.6-1.9 mi from the source, underwater sounds generated by the 

dredges would attenuate to background levels. However, similar to in-air sounds, wind (and 

corresponding sea state) would play a major role in dictating the distance to which project 

related underwater sounds would be above ambient levels and potentially audible to nearby 

receptors” 

20 137 7.11.4 The Corps should also discuss the potential benefits/costs of a borrow area management plan 

that requires the rotational use of borrow areas over initial and maintenance construction cycles 

as a means to mitigate cumulative effects to benthic communities and habitat. 

21 144-145  The Corps has “lead agency” status for Section 7 and EFH consultations/coordination, and as 

“lead agency”, the Corps should notify NMFS HCD, NMFS PRD, and FWS of BOEM’s 

involvement in the proposed action. 

22 Appendix 

F 

 Please indicates BOEM’s involvement with the Section 7 process within this Biological 

Assessment. 

23 Appendix 

F 

Table 1 Is trawling allowable under the SARBO? If trawling is to be completed it should also be noted 

and potential impacts addressed within the document text. 

24 Appendix 

F 

 Will you be adding an analysis of potentials impacts to proposed loggerhead critical habitat? 

25 Appendix 5.00 “The Corps will strictly adhere to all conditions outlined in the most current National Marine 

Fisheries Service RBO for dredging of channels and borrow areas in the southeastern United 
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F States.” Please include BOEM on any environmental requirements throughout 5.00 that apply to 

areas within our jurisdiction. 
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Shore Protection Office  P.O. Box 4297  Emerald Isle, North Carolina 28594 
www . protect the beach . com 

 
 
 
 
 
September 5, 2013 
 
 
 
Eric Gasch 
Environmental Resources Section (CESWA-TS-PE) 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District  
P.O. Box 1890 
Wilmington, NC 28402 
 
Re:  Comments 

Integrated Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Coastal Storm Damage Reduction 
Bogue Banks, Carteret County, North Carolina 

 
Dear Mr. Gasch, 
 

Carteret County, through the auspices of its Shore Protection Office and Beach 
Commission and in cooperation with the municipalities of Bogue Banks would first like to 
compliment the Wilmington District for completing the Draft Bogue Banks Feasibility Report 
and compulsory Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  In the past we have been very 
critical of the duration and costs associated with this study, especially compared to the 
schedule provided in the Feasibility Agreement that was executed in 2001.  We have spent 
considerable time over the past decade securing federal, State, and local funds for the 
study, which languished for reasons that were systemic Corps-wide and within the District.  
However there has been noticeable change the past couple of years, and again the District 
and upper Corps hierarchy should be commended for implementing Nation-wide directives 
to eliminate the backlog of studies and projects.  Likewise, it takes the hard work of the 
personnel within local Districts to re-assess the goals and complete the Study, and this is 
duly noted along with the in-person District briefings provided to us over the past couple of 
years. 

 
Pertaining to the Draft Report & EIS, we would like to go on record specifically at this 

time regarding the parking and access requirements, which is supported in the document by 
Appendix I.  We have long questioned the interpretation and unilateral judgments the 
District and Division/Headquarters have applied to their own internal regulations (ER 1105-
2-100 and ER 1165-2-130) that sometimes seemingly have no consideration for larger 
issues such as cost, practicality, and “quantity over quality (i.e., amenities)” of the 
access/parking facilities existing or planned.  We have shared some of these concerns as 
well during and after the implementation of the Morehead Harbor Section 933 Project (2004 
and 2007) and this correspondence should be considered as reiteration of these points in 
addition to the topics introduced below.   
 
Draft Report is Missing Six Accesses and Parking Locations in Pine Knoll Shores – 
Attached is a map depicting the existing access and parking locations in Pine Knoll Shores.  
The accesses on this map from west to east are identified as; (1) Beacon’s Reach West, (2) 
Beacon’s Reach East, (3) The Qualls, (4) Dayton Place, (5) Dogwood, and (6) Knollwood; 
and are not reflected in the Draft Report.  Moreover, these accesses have designated 

Shore Protection Manager 
 

Greg L. Rudolph 
Tel: (252) 393.2663 
Fax: (252) 393.6639 

rudi@carteretcountygov.org 
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Shore Protection Office  P.O. Box 4297  Emerald Isle, North Carolina 28594 
www . protect the beach . com 

parking areas also described in the attached that were designed to service the access 
points.  Many of these access/parking areas were constructed in association with the 
aforementioned Morehead City Harbor Section 933 Project and were deemed to fulfill the 
Corps of Engineers requirements with full federal cost-sharing (65%) applied to the Project.   
We request the Draft Report to be modified to reflect these access/parking areas, and to 
also be considered to meet peak demand (see discussion below). 
 
Waiver Requested in Indian Beach and Salter Path – The Draft Report identifies that, 
”The distance between the Indian Beach Regional Access and the Salter Path Regional 
Access has been calculated to be 0.58 Miles.” and “The distance between Salter Path 
Regional Access and the Sea Plantation West Access has been  calculated to be 0.59 Miles.” 
(pages 2 and 3, Appendix I).  The Draft Report further mentions to technically meet the 
access density requirements, an additional Public Access would be required between these 
points to meet the every 0.5 mile standard; yet because these distances are within 500 feet 
of the maximum allowable distance, the Corps may consider a waiver for these segments of 
the project.  To this effect, we request a waiver be approved and formally incorporated into 
the Final Report, rather than undergoing a waiver decision-making process subsequent to its 
approval and Congressional authorization – especially considering the insignificant distances 
involved. 
 
Peak Demand Calculations Needs to be Revisited – We disagree with the parking 
requirements in the draft report (copied below) and the peak demand methodology used to 
generate these numbers. Atlantic Beach represents roughly 5 of the 24 miles that 
encompasses Bogue Banks, or 20% of the geographic area.  However the parking spaces 
required for Atlantic Beach is 2,303 of the total 3,271 spaces required for the entire island, 
or 70%.  Considering the peak demand calculation is based upon the number of non-
overnight visitors; this makes no sense.  Obviously if there were more beach visitors on 
Atlantic Beach, then they were overnight visitors staying in larger hotels, not non-
overnight visitors.  This statement is also very consistent with the fact that almost all of the 
multiple-story hotels along the entire island reside in Atlantic Beach.  This was also very 
much the case in 2003 when the peak demand analysis was conducted.  The on-the beach 
and telephone surveys were apparently interpreted incorrectly and the current snapshot of 
peak demand is overstated in the Draft Report.     
   

Town 
 

Total Parking Spaces 
Needed 

Current Parking Spaces 
 

Emerald Isle 662 525 
Salter Path/Indian Beach 96 141 

Pine Knoll Shores 201 155 
Atlantic Beach 2,303 1,011* 

Total 3,271 1,832 
*Includes parking spots available at Fort Macon State Park 

 
We also contend the Corps’ forecasts for increases in peak demand envisioned for 

the project, which were based on increases to beach width is a false premise, and again 
needs to be revisited.  Future visitation and demand are based on many other factors 
besides beach width including National and regional economic conditions, regional shifts in 
population that impact the day user segment, and infrastructure capacity – the latter is 
especially pertinent to Bogue Banks. The island is essentially “built out” and there is not a 
municipal sewer system that serves any of the political jurisdictions located on the island.  
Accordingly there are only finite amount of visitors (overnight or day visitors) that the island 
can support.  Bogue Banks is also known and marketed as a family beach because of the 
high density of home rentals that accommodate week-long visits – this has and will continue 
to represent the highest visitation demographic (overnight) and parking for these 
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individuals is already accounted for when they rent property for the week, coupled with the 
many accesses already located on Bogue Banks.   Also to this effect, many of the additional 
parking spaces that were recently constructed in Indian Beach/Salter Path and Pine Knoll 
Shores under the auspices of the Morehead City Harbor Section 933 Project have been 
empty on the busiest days of the year and should be able to accommodate any future 
growth.  Therefore we contend that no additional parking spaces are required for these 
municipalities.   

 
We hope the Wilmington District will incorporate all of these recommendations into 

the Final Feasibility Report.  If the President’s Budget and/or Congressional funding is 
received to construct the project and we do not have the requisite parking/access locations 
in-place at that time; we will work towards those ends to ensure the maximum federal cost-
share (65%) is applied to the project.  As mentioned earlier in respect to the Morehead City 
Harbor Section 933 Project (2004 and 2007), we have an excellent track record of providing 
high-quality accesses and parking areas/facilities after projects have been constructed that 
meet the Corps’ standards for full federal participation.  The aforementioned Section 933 
Project included ~7 miles of beach and a total of 9 access/parking areas were constructed 
for this effort – all were completed well after sand placement activities were concluded.     

 
 Again we would like to congratulate the District for completing the Draft Report and 

& EIS, and look forward to working towards its final approval and Congressional 
authorization.    
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Greg Rudolph 
Shore Protection Manager 
      
cc:  Colonel Steven A. Baker, Wilmington District, USACE 
 Pamela Castens, Project Manager  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d:…/shore protect/2013/feas comments.docaug 
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BEACH PARKING & ACCESS LOCATION MAP
INDIAN BEACH, SALTER PATH, PINE KNOLL SHORES

Bogue Banks, Carteret County
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Parking Notes (east to west):
(1) ocean side parking (10 spaces) located across the street from Trinity Center entrance.
(2) parking (20 spaces) is located underneath the water tower at the Indian Beach/Pine Knoll
Shores town boundary, milepost 9.5. The beach walkway is located across the street, south side of Hwy 58.
(3) parking (10 spaces) located in wooded area just east of milepost 10.
(4) includes 75 parking spaces, outside showers, picnic tables, and bathrooms
located within the Roosevelt State Park area.
(5) includes 36 parking spaces and a 4-wheel drive access ramp.
(6)                      parking (10 spaces) and access are located at the border of the Salter Path Campground and
the Ocean Club Townhouses, milepost 11.5.
(7) is an oceanfront facility with 10 parking spaces located at milepost 12.

Beacons Reach West
Trinity Center

Sea Isle Plantation West
Salter Path Regional Access

Indian Beach Access
Ocean Club

Baptist Church Gazebo

Feet

Emerald Isle

Parking Notes (east to west):
(1) access is positioned along arking located at
the intersection of Oakleaf Drive & Hwy 58.
(2) oceanfront parking (10 spaces) and access, emergency ramp.
(3) is an oceanfront facility located west of milepost 6 and includes 35 parking spaces, an overlook deck, and a picnic table.
(4)
(5) includes an oceanfront walkway with associated parking located across the street on Hwy 58 near the Fire/EMS building.
(6) is a regional, oceanfront area (45 parking spaces) located just west of the former Iron Steamer fishing pier, near milepost 7.5
and includes a bathroom facility, showers, etc.
(7) includes an oceanfront walkway within the Beacons Reach/Maritime West subdivision and associated parking located 0.25
miles west of the access, situated across Hwy 58, near the Clamdigger Inn.
(8) - Parking (20 spaces total) is within a gated public complex located north of Hwy 58 at the Clamdigger Inn. The
walkway to the beach is located across the street, on the south side of Hwy 58, west of the Clamdigger.
(9)

Ameri-Suites

Knollwood
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Dayton Place
Iron Steamer
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The Clamdigger Inn

the western boundary of the Atlantis Lodge, south of Hwy 58 with associated p

includes an oceanfront wooden walkway with an associated wood fenced parking lot located across the street along Hwy 58.

ocean side access with associated parking east of the access at the Clamdigger Inn.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 4 

ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER 
61 FORSYTH STREET 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-8960 

Mr. Eric Gasch 
Planning and Environmental Branch 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wilmington District 
69 Darlington Avenue 
Wilmington, North Carolina 28403 

October 24, 2013 

Subject: EPA NEPA Review Comments on Wilmington District's DEIS "Integrated 
Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Bogue Banks 
Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project''; CEQ #20130238-

Dear Mr: Gasch: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the subject U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers' (Corps) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) in accordance with our 
responsibilities under Section 102(2)(C) ofthe National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. It is our understanding that the Corps initiated this study and 
subsequent DEIS to evaluate coastal storm damage reduction at Bogue Banks, a 25.4-mile long 
barrier island located on North Carolina's central coast in Carteret County. 

The Corps indicates that this Feasibility study and DEIS identifies a National Economic 
Development (NED) plan, which is the plan that maximizes net benefits to the nation through 
reduction of future storm damages. The NED plan consists of an 119,670 ft (22.7 miles) long 
main beach fill, with a consistent berm profile across the entire area, and dune expansion in 
certain portions (approximately 5.9 miles of the project). 1 

The EPA was invited to and participated in multiple project delivery team (PDT) meetings 
associated with this project over the past several years. We appreciate the Corps efforts to 
coordinate with the Region on this project. We also appreciate the Corps granting additional 
time to provide comments and allow for discussion with the District on the proposed project. 

Based on our analysis of the above referenced proposed action, EPA rates this DE IS as "EC-2" 
i.e., EPA has "Environmental Concerns and Request Additional Information" in the Final 
EIS (FEIS). The EPA's rating system criteria can be found online at: 
http://www .epa.gov I oecaerth/nepa/ comments/ratings.html. 

1 p. i of Executive Summary ofDEIS 

Internet Address (URL) • http://www.epa.gov 
Recycled/Recyclable • Printed with Vegetable Oil Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 30% Postconsumer) 10



Our primary concerns associated with the proposed action are consideration of impacts on 
federally listed species, prediction of future beach renourishment needs, disclosure of current 
water quality conditions, potential impacts to hard bottom areas in the borrow areas, disclosure 
of causes of erosion along the island, timeline of the proposed action, and the need for an 
environmental justice analysis in the DEIS. Detailed comments are enclosed with this letter 
which more clearly identifies our concerns and comments. We request that a dedicated section 
of the FEIS include specific responses to our comments. 

EPA appreciates the opportunity to review the DEIS. Should the Corps have questions regarding 
our comments, please feel free to contact Dan Holliman of my staff at 404/562-9531 or 
holliman.daniel@epa. gov. 

Sincerely, 

-~J~:flcC~a ~ 
Chief, NEP A Program Office 
Office of Environmental Accountability 

Attached: EPA Detailed Comments 

cc: Kathy Matthews, USFWS, Raleigh Field Office 
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U.S. EPA DETAILED COMMENTS 
ON THE INTEGRATED FEASIBILITY REPORT AND DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENT COASTAL STORM DAMAGE REDUCTION BOGUE BANKS, 
CARTERET COUNTY NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS WILMINGTON DISTRICT 

BACKGROUND: 
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Feasibility Report was prepared by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) for a proposed coastal storm damage reduction project for 
Bogue Banks. Bogue Banks extends from Beaufort Inlet in the East to Bogue Inlet in the West. 
Bogue Banks includes the communities of Fort Macon, Atlantic Beach, Pine Knoll Shores, 
Indian Beach/Salter Path, and Emerald Isle. EPA understands that the Corps initiated this study 
and subsequent DEIS to evaluate coastal storm damage reduction at Bogue Banks, a 25.4-mile 
long barrier island located on North Carolina's central coast in Carteret County. It is also our 
understanding that the Corps' ultimate goal of the project is to formulate the beach maintenance 
plan for Bogue Banks over the next 50 years that maximizes net economic benefits and is 
feasible from both an environmental and constructability standpoint. 

ALTERNATIVES PROPOSED:· 
Multiple alternatives were considered in the DEIS, including structural measures like beach fill 
measures, groins, seawalls and revetments, breakwaters, vegetation, sand fencing. Nonstructural 
measures considered in the DEIS included regulatory measures and removal of threatened 
beachfront properties. 

The Corps indicates in the DEIS that only the no action, regulatory measures, demolition non
structural measure and beach fill structural measures were forwarded in the plan formulation 
process and considered for more detailed evaluation. In addition, the Corps indicates in the DEIS 
that the structural (beach fill) and non-structural measures can be applied independently and in 
combinations with each other to develop alternative plans. 

THE TENATIVELY SELECTED PLAN (TSP): 
The Corps indicates that this Feasibility study and DEIS identifies a National Economic 
Development (NED) plan, which is the plan that maximizes net benefits to the nation through 
reduction of future storm damages. The NED plan consists of 119,670 ft (22.7 miles) long main 
beach fill, with a consistent berm profile across the entire area, and dune expansion in certain 
portions (approximately 5.9 miles of the project). 1 · 

This plan provides an estimated average annual $11,511,000 in coastal storm damage reduction 
benefits and $3,432,000 in recreation benefits, at an average annual cost of$6,583,500 a year, 
and has a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.3 to 1. In addition, if implemented the project would also 

1 p. i of Executive Summary ofDEIS 
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enhance the beach area available for recreation use and provide and maintain habitat for a variety 
of plants and animals. 2 

The estimated first cost of the plan is $37,469,000, which would be cost-shared 65% Federal and 
35% non-Federal. The project includes a 3-year nourishment cycle (16 total nourishments) with 
an estimated cost of$14,370,000 per nourishment. Total cost for nourishments over the 50 year 
life cycle of the project is $229,920,000. Nourishments would be cost shared at 50% Federal and 
50% non-Federal. Beach fill monitoring is estimated at $187,500 per year and $9,375,000 over 
the 50 year life cycle of the project and would be cost shared at 50% Federal and 50% non
Federal. The total cost per year for the general repair, maintenance, and inspection of the project 
is estimated at $75,000 per year and $3,750,000 with 100% paid by non-Federal project sponso~. 
The Corps states that the total project cost for the 50 year life cycle is $267,395,000 in current 
dollars.4 

EPA COMMENTS: 

Proiect Need and Causes of Erosion 
Causes of erosion and project need should be more clearly identified and discussed in the FEIS. 
EPA recommends adding additional information in the FEIS related to property damage and 
beach erosion issues due to actual past storms events. Providing such information would better 
support the project need statement. EPA is unclear from the DEIS if storms are the sole cause of 
erosion on the island or if other causes of erosion exist. EPA recommends that the causes of 
erosion on Bogue Banks be fully discussed in the FEIS. 

Economics 
Appendix B provides tables describing the average annual remaining damages, cost and benefits 
by reach for all alternatives including the TSP, Alternative 9. Based on this table the total 
average annual net benefit from the TSP will be $7,916,625. This estimate includes potential 
positive benefits from protection of structures, prevention ofloss of property, minimizing loss of 
recreation, etc. 

The Corps states in Appendix B that "The average annual present value of coastal storm 
damages over the 50-year period of analysis without a damage reduction project totals 
$17,304,000 ($14,556,000 in structure and content damage and $2,748,000 in land loss) in 
October 2011 price levels."5 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends providing additional details from actual storm 
events in the economic report for the FEIS that support these average annual damage estimates. 

2 p. i of Executive Summary ofDEIS 
3 Project cost estimates derived from Table 8.3 ofDEIS 
4 p. 173 ofDEIS- see comments below regarding total project cost discrepancies 
5 p. Appendix B-14 
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Examples of information that would help the reader better understand historical impacts from 
storms could be; 1) property and infrastructure damage estimates 2) days of recreation lost, and 
3) areas of the island that were inundated by previous storm events. 

Project Cost and Benefits 
The Corps estimates total project cost for the 50 year life cycle is $267,395,000 in current 
dollars. 6 EPA notes that the average annual cost estimate for the TSP (Alternative 9) is 
significantly less than the cost estimate for Alternative 9 in Table 6.3. We note that these cost 

. estimates appear to be based on different price level years, but the difference is significant. EPA 
also notes that if the average annual cost of the project presented in Table 6.3 is multiplied over 
the life of the project the total cost is significantly different from the total cost estimate provided 
on p. 173 of the DEIS. EPA notes that this may be due to interest and amortization, but this is 
unclear in the document. 

EPA Recommendation: The DEIS appears to provide for multiple average annual project costs 
and totai project cost for the TSP (Alternative 9). EPA recommends the Corps clarify the total 
project cost and average annual project cost in the FEIS. We also recommend that the Corps 
clearly state which total project cost and/or average annual cost the benefit cost ratio is based on 
in the FEIS. 

Water Quality 
EPA notes that the proposed project has the potential to impact water quality, however, the 
Corps suggest that the Bogue Banks project would have minimal impact on water quality. EPA 
concurs that the potential for significant water quality impacts for the proposed action are low, 
however we are concerned about the level ofbaseline data and information that is conveyed in 
the DEIS regarding water quality. Section 2.02- Water Resources- appears to summarize 
surface water classifications in North Carolina and the CWA 303(d) programs. Minimal 
information is provided regarding the current water quality condition of Bogue Sound, Bogue 
Inlet, White Oak River, Newport River, and Beaufort Inlet. In addition, no information is 
provided in the DEIS relating to currently permitted NPDES discharges and there is no 
discussion regarding wastewater effluent, treatment facilities (septic/municipal, types, locations, 
etc.) from homes and businesses. EPA believes this information is very important and should be 
provided in this document. 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps provide significantly more information in 
the FEIS regarding existing water quality for Bogue Sound, Bogue Inlet, White Oak River, 
Newport River, and Beaufort Inlet. This additional information should include but not be limited 
to recent water quality assessments of these areas, maps of sampling locations, and existing 
water quality classifications of potently impacted waters. Furthermore, we recommend that 
additional information be provided in the FEIS regarding existing permitted NPDES discharges 
and wastewater treatment facilities and infrastructure in the project area. Significant storms have 

6 Total project cost estimates from p. 173 ofDEIS 
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the potential of damaging this infrastructure which can cause runoff to marine and sound waters 
of bacteria and other pollutants that can cause public health issues following storm events. If the 
proposed project provides protection for this infrastructure then it should be disclosed in the 

·-FEIS.-,-_ ",_ ·- ... .-- - o, ,, • , __ , 

Selection of Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDP A) 
EPA understands that the proposed project must comply with the requirements of our regulations 
pursuant to the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines ("Guidelines"; 40 C.F.R. 
230). The Corps provides a 404(b) Analysis in Appendix K of the DEIS. Based on our 
assessment of Appendix K and the main document of the DEIS it is unclear on how the Corps 
came to the conclusion that the proposed project is the LEDP A. The LEDP A is not identified in 
the main document of the DEIS in the context of the multiple alternatives presented. 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps provide significantly more information in 
the FEIS on how the TSP meets the CW A Section 404(b )( 1) Guidelines ("Guidelines"; 40 C.F .R. 
230). The rationale ofhow the LEDPA was determined in the context ofthe other alternatives 
presented in the DEIS should be provided in the FEIS. Actions to avoid and minimize adverse 
impacts to the environment should be included in this additional information in the FEIS. In 
addition, it is also unclear from the DEIS if the Corps considers the TSP, Alternative 9, as the 
"environmentally preferable alternative"7, therefore EPA also encourages the Corps to identify 
the environmentally preferable alternative in the FEIS. 

Length of Project 
EPA is concerned with the length of the project (50-year project period) because so much could 
change environmentally and economically over such a long period of time. After a number of 
years of borrow site use, monitoring of the sediments and trends in offshore borrow site 
topography could indicate substantial changes occurring to the island and the near-shore 
environment. If unexpected erosion loss ofborrow site sediment is detected, it could necessitate 
major revisions to the long term shoreline maintenance plan. From a biological perspective, 
increased knowledge and trends of fish migrations, turtle nesting, and shore bird nesting 
behavior could also require modification of the proposed maintenance plan. The plan, therefore, 
should have required periodic adaptive management. The only reference in the DEIS to adaptive 
management can be found on p. 58, "Adaptive management plans formulated to address project 
uncertainties also have to be considered." 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps provide a clear adaptive management 
strategy in the FEIS that includes performance and/or success criteria that will adequately 
capture the dynamic nature of the proposed project and help direct any future changes to the 
project that may be needed to avoid and minimize impacts to the environment. 

7 NEPA Section 101 

4 
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Estimated Material for Project 
Figure 1.2 provides a clear visual of historical placement of material on Bogue Banks shoreline 
between (1978-2010). Based on our calculations the following amount of material has been 
deposited along the shoreline during the following time periods: 

1978-1984 1985-1991 1992-1998 1999-2005 2006-2010 (5 yrs.) 

1,194,600 cy 4,254,600 cy 4,824,400 cy 8,380,533 cy 2,238,560 cy 

The total amount of material deposited over the 33 year period depicted in Figure 1.2 is 
20,892,693 cy. 

The TSP consists of 119,670 ft (22. 7 miles) long main beach fill, with a consistent berm profile 
across the entire area, and dune expansion in certain portions (approximately 5.9 miles ofthe 
project).8 The Corps states that the TSP will require 2.45 million cubic yards of material during 
initial construction and approximately 1.07 million cubic yards of material for each 
renourishment cycle (16 total renourishments planned). The total amount of material needed for 
this project is estimated at 19.55 million cubic yards for the initial construction all subsequent 
renourishments.9 EPA notes that the amount of material proposed for this project over the 50 
year life is less than the amount of material that has historically been placed on the Bogue Banks 
shoreline over a 33 year period. However, after additional discussion with the Corps we 
understand that there is a significant difference between material disposal activities presented in 
Figure 1.2. Historically, material used in beach nourishment activities at Bogue Banks has 
originated from multiple sources (Bogue Inlet AIWW Crossing Disposal, MHC Inner Harbor 
Maintenance Dredge Disposal, etc.), and these disposal activities may or may not function as 
storm damage reduction similar to the currently proposed project. 

EPA Recommendation: We recommend the Corps provide additional discussion in the FEIS 
about the difference in historical material placement presented in Figure 1.2. Specifically, we 
recommend the Corps make clear distinctions between storm damage reduction activities and 
disposal of navigational dredge material that may not provide storm damage reduction benefits. 
In addition, ifhistorical nourishment activities associate with Bogue Inlet AIWW Crossing 
Disposal, MHC Inner Harbor Maintenance Dredge Disposal, etc. are to continue through the life 
of the currently proposed project, we recommend providing additional discussion in the FEIS on 
how these activities are interrelated with the currently proposed project. 

Federally Listed Species 
EPA notes that Table 2.4 provides a list of Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 
potentially present in Carteret County, North Carolina. This table appears to be significantly 
different from information provided on USFWS's website for the current list of Endangered 

8 p. i of Executive Summary ofDEIS 
9 Fill estimates based on p. 77 ofDEIS 
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Species, Threatened Species, Federal Species of Concern, and Candidate Species, Carteret 
County, North Carolina. USFWS Website: 

http://www .fws.gov/raleigh/species/ cntylist/carteret.htrnl ·' 

EPA notes that the Atlantic Sturgeon, Acipenser oxyrhynchus oxyrhynchus, is listed as a Federal 
Species of Concern. However, EPA notes that the USFWS' s website provided above list the 
Atlantic Sturgeon as Endangered. EPA also notes several species listed on the USFWS website 
are not listed in Table 2.4. 

EPA also notes that the discussion about Piping Plover Critical Habitat is not described fully in 
text. Figure 2.3 identifies general locations including NC Units 7, 8, 9 and 10. The extent of 
these areas is not fully described (e.g. linear feet of beach; acreage, etc.). Lastly, discussion 
concerning a rare butterfly, Atrytonopsis sp. 1, was not fully evaluated in the context of the 
current survey being conducted for the USFWS. 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends continued coordination with the USFWS. EPA 
recommends the Corps revise and update Table 2.4 in the FEIS to reflect the current status of 
federally listed species. EPA also recommends that the linear feet of beach and acreages be 
provided in the FEIS with respect to piping plover critical habitat. EPA also recommends that 
the Corps provide additional details about the on-going study of Atrytonopsis sp. 1. Including 
details in the FEIS about the study such as when the study started, projected completion date, and 
any interim results would be helpful for reviewers. 

Hard Bottom Areas 
EPA continues to be concerned with potential impacts to hard bottom areas from off-shore 
dredging and beach nourishment activities. We continue to recommend rigorous delineation of 
all hard bottom resources within the proposed borrow areas and fill placement areas to avoid 
impacts to hard bottom resources. EPA notes that the Corps determined in the DEIS that there 
are no hardbottom resources in the nearshore zone for the project. However, the Corps indicates 
that there are hardbottom resources located within Borrow Areas U and Y. 10 The Corps proposes 
to protect these resources by providing for a 500 meter buffer, but does not provide a citation for 
scientific study that supports the 500 meter buffer as protective for the hardbottom areas. · 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps revise the FEIS by adding additional data 
and citations to support the proposed 500 meter buffer for hardbottom areas. Any loss of the 
existing hard bottom features offshore should be investigated promptly to determine causal 
factors and appropriate action. 

10 p. 20 of DEIS 
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Sand Compatibility 
According to a study cited in the DEIS, 11 management strategies recommended to protect surf 
zone fishes andinvertebrates include: (1) project timing, (2) sediment compatibility, (3) 
nourishment duration, and (4) innovative ways to minimize effects (i.e., staging nourishment 
events). EPA considers using borrow material that is comparable to the natural beach material is 
paramount in protecting surf zone fishes and invertebrates and federally listed species. Based on 
our review of the DEIS, it appears that the Corps has not committed to using the North Carolina 
Sediment CriteriaRule (15A NCAC 07H.0312: Technical Standards for Beach Fill Projects). 
EPA continues to support the use of the North Carolina Sediment Criteria Rule. Ensuring the 
grain size of the dredged material is compatible with existing beach sands will not inhibit turtle 
and seabird nesting activities and will minimize future beach erosion. Based on discussions with 
the Corps we understand that the Corps believes the sediment criteria proposed in the DEIS will 
be protective federally listed species. 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps provide addition clarification in the FEIS 
regarding historical beach renourishment activities in North Carolina as they relate to the sand 
compatibility criteria proposed in this DEIS and impacts on federally listed species. Specifically, 
if the Corps has conducted species surveys and /or other studies ofhistorical beach nourishment 
activities using the proposed sand criteria for this project and impacts to species, we recommend 
the Corps include these in the FEIS. 

Nourishment Schedule 
Due to the potential impacts of beach nourishment activities on federally listed species, EPA 
supports a longer period of time between renourishmentintervals (currently 3 years is the 
proposed interval). The Corps provides an analysis in the DEIS that provides a comparison of 
benefits and cost for the different renourishment intervals. 12 Based on Table 5.1 0, the difference 
or delta for the average annual benefits for the 3 year interval vs. the 5 year interval is only 
$79,000. 

EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends the Corps provide additional support in the FEIS for 
selection of the 3 year interval versus a longer renourishment interval which EPA believes would 
be more protective of federally-listed species. 

Consideration of Environmental Justice Impacts 
Pursuant to the Executive Order 12898 entitled "Federal Actions to Address Environmental 
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-income Populations" and the accompanying 
Presidential Memorandum, EPA is unable to locate an EJ analysis in the DEIS with the 
exception of a no effect determination provided in table 5.9. 

11 Hackney, C.T., M.H. Posey, S.W. Ross, and A.R. Norris. 1996. A Review and Synthesis of Data on SuifZone Fishes and 
Invertebrates in the South Atlantic Bight and the Potentia/Impacts from Beach Nourishment. Prepared for the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, Wilmington, NC. 
12 Section 5.08.2 ofDEIS- p. 75 
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EPA Recommendation: EPA recommends that the FE IS include an EJ analysis that includes 
descriptions of the local demographics and identifies low-income and minority populations that 

··· · ·' ·-' have the·potentialto be impacted by the proposed action; Should the demographic analysis 
identify minority and low-income populations, the FEIS should describe efforts made to 
meaningfully engage these populations in the decision-making process. In addition, EPA 
recommends the FEIS identify communities with EJ concerns that may engage in subsistence 
activities within the project area (i.e., subsistence fishing) •.. A summary ofEJ comments or 
concerns identified during the public involvement process along with agency responses to those 
concerns and efforts to avoid, minimize or mitigate potential impacts should also be included in 
the FEIS. 

Environmental Commitments and Record of Decision (ROD) 
EPA recommends that general repair, maintenance, inspection, monitoring requirements, and 
environmental commitments being made by the project sponsor and the Corps be documented in 
the ROD. The ROD should also clearly outline adaptive management plan commitments for the 
50 year life of the project. 

Editorial Comments 
• List of acronyms and abbreviations should be provided for main document and all 

appendices. 
• Several tables and graphs in the appendices have no table or figure numbers and are not 

clearly relatable back to text. (example p. 60-77 of Appendix B) 
• Page 12: Lobate sand. Not defined. 
• Page 13: ppt not defined. 
• Page 13: EPA recommends addition clarification in the FEIS as to which areas or parts of 

Bogue Sound are SB, SC & SA HQW 
• Page 14: EPA recommends additional details regarding drinking water source for residents 

on Bogue Banks be added to this section. 
• Page 15. Last check on attainment status was 11/26/2010. 
• Several Reports cited in DEIS are dated: 

o Page 15: Marine environment draft report from 2002 (USFWS) 
o Page 16: benthic sampling in 2000 
o Page 22: EFH reports from 2001 
o Pages 28 and 29: Discussions regarding Maritime forest, Beach and Dune areas, and 

other vegetation discussions referenced to 2002 USFWS report 
o Pages 30 and 31: Discussions regarding birds are from 1985 and 2002 
o EPA is concerned that these 

• Page 40: Table 2.6 Pine Knoll Shores lost population between 2000 and 2010 (i.e., 1,524 to 
1,33 7). EPA recommends providing explanation for this decrease is provided (all other 
populations trends showed a substantial increase during the same period). 

• Page 49: Key general assumptions: "near full development" for the purposes of economic 
modeling. No additional shorefront development will be occurring. EPA recommends 
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providing the actual land use data (required in 5-year CAMA plans) supporting this 
assumption. 

• Page 50: Historic trends of FEMA emergency beach renourishment actions are not provided 
in DEIS. The assumption that this trend would/would not continue into the future or be part 
of the alternatives and decision-making process is an important missing element in this 
discussion of 'key general assumptions'. EPA recommends providing this information in the 
FEIS. 

• Page 51: 'Monte Carlo simulation' not explained .. EPA recommends providing a description 
of Monte Carlo simulation in the FEIS. 

• Pages 52 and 53: Within economic reach 21-41, the Corps does not provide information as to 
why this area is not showing significant erosion or accretion rates. EPA recommends 
clarifying this in the FEIS. 

• Page 53: '300 Life-cycles' not defined or explained. EPA recommends clarifying this in the 
FEIS. , 

• Page 56: Section 4.07: Pine Knoll Shores lost population between 2000 and 2010 (i.e., 1,524 
to 1,337). No explanation for this decrease is provided in the context of the Carteret County 
population increase projection. EPA recommends clarifying this in the FEIS. 

9 
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From: Lauren Shaffer
To: Gasch, Eric K SAW
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Draft EIS Comment
Date: Saturday, September 21, 2013 8:31:44 AM

Mr. Gasch,

In studying the Integrated Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Coastal
Storm Damage Reduction Project for Bogue Banks, Carteret County North Carolina, I felt that the
described economic and constraints of the alternatives of the proposed shoreline stabilization project
were well developed.  The draft report succinctly outlines the current state of shoreline erosion and
vulnerability to storms on Bogue Banks, providing a valid argument for the necessity of decisive action
to enhance the shoreline.  The EIS outlines the potential detrimental effects of several project
alternatives, including the alternative of no action. 

My one concern is the restoration of benthic resources along the beach and surf zones.  This document
describes the short term and localized impact to the surf zone benthic macroinvertebrate community
from direct burial and the turbidity associated with the placement of dredged materials and sediment. 
As this community is utilized by shorebirds and other fauna, the detrimental effects apply not only to
the benthic macroinvertebrate community, but to the larger fauna as well.  Since the topmost layer of
sediment, which provides the habitat for this community, will be buried under the dredged sediment
that will be used to reconstruct the beach, I was interested to see if there could be any action taken to
prevent this adverse effect from the proposed project.  Similar to the retention of topsoil in terrestrial
projects, I was curious about the feasibility of removing the topmost layer of sand prior to the addition
of dredged material to the beach.  Could the topmost layer be retained and held in a state that could
protect the viability of the existing benthic community as well as other organisms, with the intention of
returning this layer to the top of the dredged material after a section of the shoreline stabilization
project has been finished?  This alternative may have the potential to reduce the lag time between the
finalization of the project and the restoration of the community that originally existed in this segment of
the beach and shoreline.  This could also provide a benefit to shorebirds as well as other organisms that
are dependent on the shoreline habitat. 

In all likelihood, this action may not be feasible and may be cost prohibitive, but as the EIS has outlined
the proposed detrimental and beneficial effects of the addition of dredged materials to the beach and
shoreline, I was curious if a proposal had been made to mitigate this impact. 

Sincerely,

Lauren

Lauren Shaffer

Graduate Student
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   October 28, 2013  F/SER47:FR/pw 

 

(Sent via Electronic Mail)   

 

Colonel Steven A. Baker, Commander  

US Army Corps of Engineers Wilmington District  

69 Darlington Avenue  

Wilmington, North Carolina 28403-1398 

 
Attention: Eric Gasch 
 

Dear Colonel Baker:  
 

NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) reviewed the Integrated Feasibility Report and 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Coastal Storm Damage Reduction, Bogue Banks, Carteret 

County, North Carolina, Draft Report (DEDIS), dated August 2013, prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers Wilmington District.  The DEIS evaluates alternatives for reducing coastal storm damages 

from beach erosion on Bogue Banks, a 25.4-mile-long barrier island on North Carolina’s central coast.  

The recommended plan (which is Alternative 9 and the National Economic Development plan) calls for a 

22.7-mile-long main beach fill and dune expansion in approximately 5.9 miles of the project.  The main 

beach fill would be bordered on either side by a 1,000-foot tapered transition zone.  Sand for the beach fill 

would be delivered by dredge from three offshore borrow areas.  After the initial construction, the 

projected nourishment interval is three years.  Impact minimization measures, such as environmental 

windows and judicious borrow site selection, are integrated into the project design.  The DEIS includes an 

Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) Assessment.  The Wilmington District concludes the proposed action is not 

expected to cause significant adverse impacts to EFH or Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC) for 

species managed by the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management 

Council, or NMFS.  As the nation’s federal trustee for the conservation and management of marine, 

estuarine, and diadromous fishery resources, the following comments and recommendations are provided 

pursuant to the authorities of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 

Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act). 

 

Sections 2.04 and 7.02 of the DEIS list EFH by fishery management plan in the Bogue Banks project area 

and describe measures to minimize impacts to these habitats.  These measures include: 

 Not allowing dredging within 500 meters of low-relief hardbottom habitat within or near borrow 

areas “U” and “Y” and a state-managed artificial reef near borrow area “Y.” 

 Limiting dredging and beach placement to the maximum extent practicable to the period between 

December 1 and March 31.  While the sea turtles and shorebirds are the primary impetus behind 

this environmental window, an additional benefit of the window is work would occur when 

fishery species are less common in the project area. 

 

Unavoidable impacts from the project include temporary elevations in turbidity and suspended solids in 

both borrow and beach areas that could smother benthic communities or abrade the gills and skin of 

fishes.  By limiting the dredging to winter months and by selecting borrow areas with less than 10 percent 

fine material, this impact should be reduced.  The project would likely bury ripple scour depressions 

(RSDs) the features within the nearshore area.  While RSDs are not well studied, fish and shrimp likely 

concentrate in RSDs due to the relief and sharp contrasts in sediment texture.  Based on a literature 
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review and discussions with geomorphologists, the District believes RSDs along Bogue Banks are 

persistent features resulting from the local current and wave regime, which would not be altered by the 

project and indicates buried RSDs will likely reform within a reasonable time period. 

 

In summary, the EFH assessment adequately describes EFH and federally managed fishery species in the 

area of Bogue Banks and the EFH conservation recommendations typically issued for a project of this 

nature are already included in the project design.  While no EFH conservation recommendations are 

provided at this time, NMFS has two general requests: 

 To facilitate rapid recovery of the benthic community, NMFS recommends that shallow dredge 

furrows (up to 5 feet deep) and oriented in a longitudinal pattern be employed.  The undisturbed 

space between the dredge cuts would allow the relatively intact benthic communities between the 

furrows to be a source of colonists to adjacent disturbed areas, thereby hastening recovery of the 

infaunal community. 

 The Wilmington District meet with NMFS during development of the pipeline corridor to ensure 

no additional impacts to EFH are proposed. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.  NMFS especially appreciates the extensive 

interagency discussions the District fostered throughout the planning of the Bogue Banks project.  These 

discussions and timely inclusion of data to inform the discussions were instrumental in the EFH 

consultation.  Related questions or comments should be directed to the attention of Mr. Fritz Rohde at our 

Beaufort Field Office, 101 Pivers Island Road, Beaufort, North Carolina 28516-9722, or at (252) 838-

0828. 

 

 

        Sincerely, 

 
       / for 

Virginia M. Fay 

Assistant Regional Administrator 

        Habitat Conservation Division 

 

cc: 

 

COE, Eric.K.Gasch@usace.army.mil 

USFWS, Pete_Benjamin@fws.gov 

NCDCM, Doug.Huggett@ncdenr.gov 

EPA, Bowers.Todd@epa.gov 

SAFMC, Roger.Pugliese@safmc.net 

NOAA PPI, PPI.Nepa@noaa.gov 

F/SER4, David.Dale@noaa.gov 

F/SER47, Fritz.Rohde@noaa.gov 
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CESAW-TS-PE        August 2, 2013 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
AND 

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY 
 

Integrated Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Coastal Storm Damage Reduction 

Bogue Banks, Carteret County, North Carolina 
 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Wilmington District (Corps) has prepared a 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) to evaluate the impacts of the proposed 
alternative to reduce coastal storm damages from beach erosion on Bogue Banks North 
Carolina.  The Bogue Banks study area is located on the coast of North Carolina, about 80 
miles north of Wilmington, North Carolina.  The project area is up to 24 miles in length, from 
Beaufort to Bogue Inlets.  Benefits from the proposed project, include the protection of 
structures and their related infrastructure (i.e., roads, utility lines, etc.), improved aesthetic and 
recreation opportunities, and improved habitat conditions for endangered species.   

 
The DEIS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, and addresses the relationship of the 
proposed action to other applicable Federal and State Laws and Executive Orders.  The DEIS  
addresses the proposed project’s impacts on environmental resources including: federally listed 
threatened and endangered species, archaeological and historical resources, wetlands, fish and 
wildlife habitat, soils, and water and air quality.  We are requesting written comments related to 
the proposed project from agencies, interest groups, and the public.  Comments received will be 
considered in preparation of the Final EIS.  The DEIS is available on the internet at:  
http://www.saw.usace.army.mil/Missions/CoastalStormDamageReduction/BogueBanks.aspx 

 
Written comments should be addressed to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

Wilmington District, Attention: Mr. Eric Gasch, (CESAW-TS-PE) Environmental Resources 
Section, Post Office Box, 1890, Wilmington, North Carolina, 28402.  Please send your 
comments within 45 days from the date of this letter so they may be considered during our 
evaluation and decision process.  If you have any questions or need further information, please 
contact Mr. Gasch at telephone (910) 251-4553. 

  
 

Elden Gatwood 
       Chief, Planning and  

Environmental Branch 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Corps Responses to USFWS Comments 

(Letter Dated September 12, 2013) 

 

 

1.  USFWS COMMENT:  At this time, the Service cannot concur with the Corps' determination 

of May Affect, Not Likely to Adversely Affect (MA-NLTAA) for the piping plover, and 

loggerhead, leatherback, and green sea turtles.  More information is needed on the compatibility 

of the sediment to be dredged and placed on the beach, including sand grain size (percent fines 

and percent granular and gravel), density, shear resistance, and color.  In addition, no monitoring 

is proposed to be conducted during construction or maintenance events for piping plover, and the 

length of monitoring for sea turtle nests is not clear in the draft BA. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  Sufficient data regarding compatibility of sediment to be dredged and placed 

on the beach are provided in Section 5.06.1 in the DEIS and in the Geotech Appendix C.  For 

clarity, that information was not repeated in the BA.  Also, further information regarding 

sediment compatibility is addressed in USFWS Comment #3.  Color of the sediment was not 

investigated and historically has not in previous projects.   

 

Monitoring, specifically daily visual surveys for piping plover, is not proposed because placement 

is timed to minimize impacts.  A visual survey will be performed before placing or removing pipe 

along the beach to avoid piping plover impacts.  Piping plover impact minimization measures 

are also addressed in USFWS Comment #7.  

 

Beach renourishment is proposed during the time period when sea turtle nesting is not 

occurring.  The Corps will not and historically has not monitored for sea turtle nests when 

placement is within the environmental window.  However, the local communities, through the 

NC Sea Turtle Project, monitor sea turtle activity along the entire coast of North Carolina and 

the data is collected by Dr. Matthew Godfrey of NCWRC. Further information regarding sea 

turtle monitoring is addressed in USFWS Comment #4 below.  Section 5.00 of the BA was 

updated to remove commitment of post nourishment nest activity for clarification.  

 

 

2.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that the proposed Critical Habitat for the 

loggerhead sea turtle and the candidate species red knot be added to the list of considerations 

under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.  Consideration of proposed critical habitat and 

candidate species in project planning is prudent and should not delay or impede decision-making.   

 

USACE ACTION:  The Corps agrees with USFWS Comment #2.  
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Section 4.02.3 and 6.0 of the BA was updated with proposed loggerhead Critical Habitat 
information and the Corps determined the proposed project will not result in an adverse 
modification of critical habitat for the threatened loggerhead sea turtle.  
 
Section 4.02.10 and 6.0 of the BA was updated with a Red Knot evaluation and includes the 
Corps determination that the disposal of sediment on the Bogue Banks beaches may affect not 
likely adversely affect the Red Knot because construction activities will (1) avoid large scale 
disturbance within the limits of Red Knot foraging distribution and allow for areas of un-
impacted or recovered foraging habitat within a given year, (2) avoid roosting timeframes or 
provide appropriate buffers around existing roosting habitat during construction operations, 
and (3) beach placement on Bogue Banks will only take place from in appropriate environmental 
windows approximately once every 3-5 years.    
 
Consideration and analysis was added to the DEIS in section 2.07.3 and 2.07.4 for loggerhead 
critical habitat and red knots.  Table 2.4(Threatened and Endangered Species Potentially Present 
in Carteret County, North Carolina) was updated and Figure 2.4 (Proposed Loggerhead Critical 
Habitat) was also added to the DEIS. 
 

     

3.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that the Corps commit to using only 

sediment that complies with the NC Sediment Criteria Rule, and also has a wet Munsell color of 

5 or greater.   

 

Specifically, the Service recommends that the Corps commit to meet the following criteria:  

 

1.  The average % by weight of fine grained sediment (less than 0.0625 mm) in each borrow 

site shall not exceed the average % by weight of fine grained sediment of the recipient 

beach characterization plus 5%.   

 

2. The average % by weight of granular sediment (Greater than or = to 2 mm and less than 

4.76mm) in a borrow site shall not exceed the average % by weight of coarse sand 

sediment of the recipient beach plus 5%.   

 

3. The average % by weight of gravel (greater than or = to 4.76 mm) in a borrow site shall 

not exceed the average % by weight of gravel sized sediment for the recipient beach 

characterization plus 5%.   

 

4. The average % by weight of calcium carbonate in a borrow site shall not exceed the 

average % by weight of calcium carbonate on the recipient beach characterization plus 

15%.   

 

Use of material that meets the above criteria and is similar in color to the native beach would be 

a minimization measure under Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act, and would minimize 
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potential impacts to piping plover, red knot, and sea turtles, as well as beach invertebrates, surf 

fishes, and other shorebirds.   

 

The service recommends that Section 5.00 of the BA include a commitment to monitoring 

sediment each day as it is being placed on the beach to ensure that it is similar to the existing 

sediment on the beach. 

  

USACE RESPONSE:  The Corps disagrees with USFWS Comment #3.   
 
The Corps believes the sand compatibility methods used are adequate to evaluate the 
placement of sand on Bogue Banks.  The Wilmington District has met the intent of the State 
sediment compatibility standards through detailed sediment compatibility analyses, which 
evaluate the grain size characteristics of the material within the potential borrow area.  In order 
to assure that beach placement material consists predominately of sand, the Wilmington 
District compatibility practice requires that the borrow area contains sediment with an average 
weighted fine-grained material content of less than (<) 10% passing the #200 sieve.  These 
guidelines have historically been utilized by the Wilmington District to assure compatibility for 
CSDR projects (i.e. Wrightsville, Carolina, Kure, and Ocean Isle beaches) with much success and 
additionally continue to be used for beach placement of dredged material from navigation 
channels.  As discussed above, previously constructed CSDR projects which utilized the 
Wilmington District compatibility practice did not result in resource impacts that were outside of 
what the literature base documents for recovery.   
 
The State Criteria were intended to serve as a guideline to support material placed on the beach 
that is “compatible” with the native beach.  They were not developed to define thresholds of 
environmental recovery realizing that the current science does not discern small incremental 
differences when evaluating recovery time.  The incremental difference in the sediment 
characteristics proposed to be being placed on the Bogue Banks and the “State Criteria” is not 
discernible with respect potential benthic impacts and recovery and the interrelated impact to 
foraging plovers as well as the impacts to sea turtle nesting habitat does not discern between 
increments of silt.  Therefore, the existing science does not support use of the State Criteria as a 
required minimization method.   
 
The results of the geotechnical investigation for the Feasibility Report for the Bogue Banks 
Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project are presented in Appendix C of that report.  A number 
of sites were investigated for the determination of quality and an adequate quantity of material 
appropriate for borrow and placement of sand for storm damage reduction.  The sites 
investigated in this study include the Beaufort Inlet Ebb Tide Delta, Bogue Inlet, and various sites 
offshore of Bogue Banks.   
 
Geophysical data was collected in the area between 1.0 nautical miles (30 foot isobath) to 6.0 
nautical miles offshore of Bogue Banks.  The geophysical surveys were used to recommend 
boring locations for detailed analyses.  These locations were concentrated in areas that showed 
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promise for use as borrow sources for sand.  A total of 200 borings were performed in Bogue 
Inlet, offshore of Bogue Banks, Beaufort Inlet and the Bogue Sound area.  The borings offshore 
of Bogue Banks were located between 1 and 6 miles from the beach and in water depths greater 
than 30 feet.  The recovered vibracore tubes were visually classified by Wilmington District 
personnel in accordance with the Unified Soils Classification System (USCS).  Representative 
samples were taken at a minimum of every two feet or at each change of material.  A total of 
1400 samples were collected in the Bogue Banks area, of which 1369 samples were tested for 
this project.  The grain size tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D-422 using a 
fifteen-sieve test and visual classifications were performed in accordance with ASTM D-2488.  
The sieves used in these tests were the 3/4, 3/8, #4, #7, #10, #14, #18, #25, #35, #45, #60, #80, 
#120, #170, and #200.  
 
Once the lab grain size testing of the vibracore samples was completed, the borrow areas were 
reassessed to determine the quality of the material in the proposed borrow areas.  The borrow 
sites for this project were selected through an iterative process to find the most economic and 
best quality material for use as borrow.  Some areas contained too high a shell content and 
were eliminated.  Other areas with higher silt content were also eliminated from consideration.  
Also, some other areas which no longer had a large enough quantity of suitable material to use 
for a full renourishment cycle were eliminated.  An assessment of environmental and 
archeological features of the remaining areas was performed.  One area greatly reduced due to 
the presence of features such as artificial reefs, the ebb tide delta, and archeological areas such 
as the Queen Anne’s Revenge.    
 
In addition, the beach material on Bogue Banks was characterized.  Beach material sampling 
consisted of a total of 25 transects, with 2 transects in Fort Macon, 5 transects in Atlantic Beach, 
6 transects in Pine Knoll Shores, 2 transects in Indian Beach, 7 transects in Emerald Isle, and 3 
transects in the Bogue Inlet area west of Emerald Isle.  The sample locations are the toe of the 
dune, crest of the berm, mean high water (MHW) at an approximate elevation of +2.5 feet 
above mean sea level, mean low water (MLW) at an approximate elevation of -2.5 feet below 
MSL, and at 2-foot elevation increments from -2.0 feet below MSL to -24.0 feet below MSL.  
 
Based on the analysis of the overfill ratio and the grain size analysis borrow areas Q2 (ODMDS), 
U, and Y were selected as the source of borrow material.  The geotechnical data are summarized 
in the following tables from the Geotechnical Appendix C.   
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Table C-1.  Bogue Banks Grain Size Comparison (Taken from Geotech Appendix C). 

 

Location 
# of 

Samples 
Mean 

(mm) 

Std Dev 

(mm) 

% 

Passing # 

4 

% 

Passing # 

10 

% Passing 

# 200* 

% 

Visual 

Shell 

Native Beach               

Ft. Macon  34 0.21 0.57 99.8 99.0 1.6 10.9 

Atlantic Beach  82 0.18 0.58 99.6 98.7 3.4 7.1 

Pine Knoll Shores  102 0.19 0.57 99.4 98.4 3.6 8.9 

Indian Beach  34 0.21 0.52 99.5 98.2 3.2 10.9 

East Emerald Isle  47 0.20 0.60 99.6 98.8 2.6 6.3 

West Emerald Isle  67 0.19 0.62 99.4 98.7 2.4 4.9 

Bogue Inlet Area  51 0.19 0.70 99.6 99.6 1.9 4.0 

Borrow Areas               

Area Y 8 0.28 0.54 92.1 87.7 4.2 8.2 

Area U 13 0.23 0.58 98.6 96.2 4.8 11.9 

Area ODMDS 14 0.20 0.68 98.5 97.0 3.9 7.1 

* % Passing #200 is comparable to % silt 

  

The suitability of the borrow material for placement on the beach was also assessed using the 

overfill ratio.  The overfill ratio is computed by numerically comparing the size distribution 

characteristics of the native beach sand with that in the borrow area and includes an adjustment 

for the percent of fines in the borrow area.  The overfill ratio is primarily based on the 

assumption that the borrow material will undergo sorting and winnowing once exposed to waves 

and currents in the littoral zone, with the resulting sorted distribution approaching that of the 

native sand.  Since borrow material will rarely match the native material exactly, the amount of 

borrow material needed to result in a net cubic yard of beach fill material will generally be 

greater than one cubic yard.  The excess material needed to yield one net cubic yard of material 

in place on the beach profile is the overfill ratio.  The overfill ratio is defined as the ratio of the 

volume of borrow material needed to yield one net cubic yard of fill material.  For example, if 

1.5 cubic yards of fill material is needed to yield one net yard in place, the overfill factor would 

equal 1.5.  

 

The overfill criteria developed by James (1975) is the method used in the Automated Coastal 

Engineering System (ACES). The procedure is also described in the U.S. Army Coastal 

Engineering Manual EM-1110-2-1100 Part V (July 2003).  The overfill ratio for the Bogue 

Banks Beach was compared to the borrow area material was calculated by the Aces Method. 

Based on the Aces Method, the overfill ratio for is varied between 1.05 and 1.41.  Any overfill 

ratio value of less that 1.5 with a fine content of less than 10% is considered acceptable for use 

as beach renourishment. See Table C-3.    
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Table  C-3.  Bogue Banks Overfill Ratios. (Taken from Geotech Appendix C). 

 

LOCATION  OVERFILL 

RATIO  
Bogue Inlet - Ocean  1.10 
Emerald Isle - West  1.05 
Emerald Isle - Central  1.05 
Emerald Isle - East  1.05 
Indian Beach/Salter Path  1.05 
Pine Knoll Shores - West  1.05 
Pine Knoll Shores - East  1.11 
Atlantic Beach  1.07 
Fort Macon  1.41 

NOTE:  The overfill ratio is calculated using the James Method. 
 

 

With regard to monitoring of sediment as it is discharged, the project plans and specifications 

will require that the contractor be present and monitor the dredge discharge location and work 

zone continuously while the discharge is occurring.  Additionally, frequent inspections of the 

beach placement by a government inspector and Wilmington District technical staff including 

environmental and geotechnical staff will occur.  These inspections will be visually based.  

Visual classifications of these materials rely primarily on sight and feel of the material.  The 

color and in some circumstances smell can be factors considered.  Should the material being 

placed on the beach contain amounts of silt and clay or other materials not considered suitable 

for placement on the beach (as defined previously), the contractor will be required to promptly 

notify the Contracting Officer.    

 

In addition to monitoring the beach location, the plans and specifications require monitoring of 

dredge position and dredge status (i.e., depth of cut) at the borrow area. 

   

Section 5.0 of the BA was updated to include this monitoring information.   

 

 

4.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that Section 5.00, Item 6 of the Draft BA 

be modified to reflect that sea turtle nesting activities will be monitored annually for the life of 

the project. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  As discussed below, monitoring of sea turtle nesting activities is expected to 

continue as it has historically.  However, this monitoring will not be a federal project action.  The 

local communities, through the NC Sea Turtle Project, monitor sea turtle activity along the entire 

coast of North Carolina and the data is collected by Dr. Matthew Godfrey of the North Carolina 

Wildlife Resources Commission (NCWRC).  The data is in turn provided to the USFWS. 
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Also, placement of material is timed through environmental windows to minimize impacts. 

Throughout the duration of each nourishment contract, during initial construction and each 

periodic nourishment event, the Contractor will be responsible for the protection of threatened 

and endangered species.  The Contractor is responsible will take such measures as may be 

required to assure that any activities conducted do not kill, injure, capture, pursue, or otherwise 

harm any species.  The Contractor will be aware of the protected species that frequently occur in 

the project area and work will be planned accordingly.   

 

Section 5.00 of the BA was updated to remove commitment of post nourishment nest activity for 

clarification. 

 

 

5.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that Section 5.00 of the BA include a 

commitment to conduct visual surveys each morning in the area of work for that day, to 

determine if piping plovers are present and allow those individuals to move out of the area. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  The Corps disagrees with USFWS Comment #5.   

 

The Corps will coordinate with the Service and NCWRC prior to mobilization and demobilization 

of the pipeline to avoid piping plover impacts.  Placement of material is timed to minimize 

impacts to piping plovers and therefore daily visual surveys are not necessary.   

 

Piping plover impact minimization measures are also addressed in USFWS Comment #7. 

 

 

6.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that Section 5.00 of the BA include a 

commitment to conduct surveys for seabeach amaranth both before and for three years after 

sediment placement in order to avoid direct burial and to monitor recovery of the plant, for the 

life of the project. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  The Corps agrees with USFWS Comment #6.   

 

The USACE has surveyed Bogue Banks for seabeach amaranth since 1991. Since 2001, the 

amount of Amaranth surveyed has sharply reduced from over 1,900 to approximately 30 in the 

study area.   

 

The seabeach amaranth monitoring will be conducted for 5 years following the initial sediment 

placement.  The commitment is intended to survey and document presence/absence of plants 

following Bogue Banks Project nourishment events utilizing offshore borrow sources in order to 

quantify the number of plants before/after nourishment.  Subsequent monitoring will be 

dependent on results of the initial monitoring.              
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Though beach nourishment will offer additional habitat for seabeach amaranth, because of seed 

burial there is risk of slow germination and population recovery in the short term following 

burial.  Previous literature has suggested that following disposal efforts, seabeach amaranth 

populations have rebounded suggesting that beach nourishment is beneficial for seabeach 

amaranth populations.  However, seabeach amaranth recovery associated with nourishment is 

often tied to nearshore borrow sources associated with inlet complexes.  It has been suggested 

that the sediment from these inlet complexes contains a seabeach amaranth seed source which 

germinates when disposed on the beach.  However, the sediment utilized for this project is from 

deep offshore borrow areas that does not contain a seed source.  Therefore, during nourishment 

operations the placement of sediment on the beach may bury existing seed sources and prevent 

germination over the short term. 

 

 

7.  USFWS COMMENT:  Each construction or maintenance event should start at the southern 

project limit and move northward in order to avoid potential impacts to nesting piping plovers.  

All construction for shaping the beach within the southern mile of the project area should be 

completed by March 1 and all construction equipment removed from this area.  Equipment 

access points should be within the day's work area or as close as possible, to minimize impacts 

from movement of heavy equipment along other stretches of beach.  Also, the Corps should 

coordinate with the Service and North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission prior to 

mobilization and demobilization of the pipeline on the beach, to determine the best location for 

the pipeline route. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  The Corps disagrees with the USFWS Comment #7 recommendation that all 

construction for shaping the beach be completed by March 1 and each construction or 

maintenance event should start at the southern project limit and move northward.   

 

First, it is assumed that the Service meant to say the construction and maintenance 

(renourishment) events should start at the westernmost project limits and move east instead of 

the southernmost project limits and move north due to Bogue Banks running in a west to east 

direction (Bogue Inlet to Beaufort Inlet).   

 

Placement as well as mob and de-mob of equipment will be timed (December 15-March 31) to 

avoid piping plover impacts.  Piping plover Critical Habitat Unit NC-10 is located west, but not in, 

the project area.  Therefore a west to east construction plan is not practical or necessary to 

protect piping plovers. 

 

The Corps agrees with the USFWS Comment #7 recommendation that the Corps should 

coordinate with the Service and North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission prior to 
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mobilization and demobilization of the pipeline on the beach, to determine the best practical 

location for the pipeline route which minimizes potential risk to plovers. 

 

 

8.  USFWS COMMENT:  The Service recommends that the Corps investigate the necessary 

minimum maintenance interval for storm damage reduction, which may be greater than 3 years.  

A longer interval between maintenance events would be a minimization measure under Section 

404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act, and would minimize potential impacts to piping plover, red 

knot, and sea turtles, as well as beach macro invertebrates, surf fishes, and other shorebirds.  A 

longer maintenance interval would also require a smaller amount of compatible borrow material 

for the life of the project.  We recommend that the final EIS consider the non-economic benefits 

of longer maintenance intervals. 

 

USACE RESPONSE:  The Corps disagrees with USFWS Comment #8.   

 

Non-economic benefits were considered in the planning process.  Longer renourishment 

intervals may increase the environmental risks between renourishment events by allowing 

accumulated erosion to create escarpments, narrow the non-dune portion of the beachfill, erode 

the toe of the dune, and damage dune vegetation.  Longer renourishment intervals may result in 

an eroded beach that is not suitable to sea turtles as compared to a beach renourished on a 

shorter interval.  As the renourishment interval increases, the large volumes needed would 

require additional hopper dredges and/or expansion of the dredging window.  This presents a 

greater risk for impacts to benthic invertebrates and surf zone fishes by extending construction 

into more biologically productive periods.  The present analysis allows for evolution of the 

design template between renourishment events.  It should be noted that as the design template 

erodes, the character of the beach can change unacceptably if the nourishment interval is too 

long.  Also renourishment would not occur in areas of the Bogue Banks project that remain at or 

above the design template or were only minimally eroded.  It is highly likely that the full project 

length will actually require renourishment every three years.  Therefore, the estimated beach 

replacement cycle of between 3-5 years was selected as the recommended plan.   
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Raleigh Field Office

Post Office Box33726
Raleigh, North Carolina 27 63 6-37 26

March 10,2014

Mr. Eric Gasch

Planning and Environmental Branch

Wilmington District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

69 Darlington Avenue

Wilmington, Nofth Carolina 28403

Subject: Request for Concurrence

Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project

This is in response to your February 14,2014letter, concerning the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers' (Corps) Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project (CSDR), and

the February 2014 revised draft Biological Assessment (BA) (Appendix F of the DEIS).
The Corps requested concunence under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 153I-1543) with its determination of May Affect, Not
Likely to Adversely Affect the piping plover, seabeach amaranth, and loggerhead,

leatherback, and green sea turtles, and is Not Likely to Adversely Modify critical habitat

for the piping plover, and proposed critical habitat for loggerhead sea turtles. The letter

also provided responses to the Service's September 12,2013 comments on the Integrated

Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Bogue Banks

CSDR, and the August 2013 draft BA.

For the West Indian manatee and the roseate tern, the Corps previously made a No Effect
determination in the draft BA. The Service concurred with the effect determination for
these two species in our September 12,2013letter.

Comments and Recommendations

1. In our September 12,2013letter, the Service recommended that the Corps use

sediment that complies with the NC Sediment Criteria Rule, and has a wet Munsell color
of 5 or greater. The Corps has disagreed with our recommendation, and believes that its

criteria will result in compatible material. The Service continues to have concerns for
applying one set of criteria to private beach nourishment projects and a different set of
criteria to the Corps projects. However, we recognize that. the Corps currently is not
required to comply with the NC Sediment Criteria Rule.
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The Corps has also stated that it will require the contractor be present and monitor the

dredge discharge location and work zone continuously while the discharge is occurring,

andthat frequent visual inspections of the beach placement will be conducted by a

govemment inspector and Wilmington District technical staff.

2. The Service recommended that the BA be modified to reflect that sea turtle nesting

activities will be monitored annually for the life of the project. The Corps responded that

it doesn't conduct sea turtle nest monitoring, but pointed out that the local communities

monitor sea turtle nesting activities on annual basis in the project area. The Service

recognizes the extensive local and regional monitoring efforts, and agrees that the Corps

does not need to duolicate them.

3. The Service recommended that the BA include a commitment to conduct visual

surveys each morning in the area of work for that day, to determine if piping plovers are

present and allow those individuals to move out of the area. In response, the Corps has

added language stating that personnel involved in the construction process along the

beach will be trained in recognizing the presence of piping plovers and red knots prior to
the initiation of the work on the beach. A contractor representative authorizedto stop or
redirect work shall be responsible for conducting a shorebird suvey prior to 9 arn each

day of sand placement activities.

4. The Service recommended that the BA include a commitment to conduct surveys for
seabeach amarunthboth before and for three years after sediment placement in order to

avoid direct burial and to monitor recovery of the plant, for the life of the project. In
response, the Corps has proposed to conduct seabeach amaranth surveys for five years

following the initial placement of sediment. Subsequent monitoring will depend on the
results of the initial monitoring. The Corps made this commitment in the letter to the

Service; however, this commitment has not been incorporated into the EIS or BA. The
Service recommends that this commitment be included in the environmental
commitments for the project.

5. The proposed construction window for the project is December 1 to March 31, to
avoid impacts to manatees, nesting sea turtles, and nesting piping plovers. However, the
revised BA includes a discussion of potential direct impacts to sea turtles, and actions

that will be taken by the Corps, if construction extends into the nesting season. We

acknowledge the discussions in the BA, but please be aware that our concurrence on the
determinations made by the Corps for this project do not include consideration of work
within the sea turtle nesting or piping plover nesting seasons. Extension of the
construction window into the nesting season is likely to require formal consultation.
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Service Position

With the commitments made by the Corps in the BA, as stated above, and the addition of
a commitment to the BA to monitor seabeach amaranlh for at least 5 years after the initial
placement of sediment, the Service can concur with the Corps determination of May
Affect, Not Likely to Adversely Affect (MA-NLTAA) for the piping plover, seabeach

amaranth, and loggerhead, leatherback, and green sea turtle. We also concur that the
project May Affect, but is Not Likely To Adversely Affect the red knot, and that the

project is Not Likely to Aversely Modify critical habitat for piping plovers and proposed

nesting critical habitat for loggerhead sea turtles.

The Service appreciates the continued opportunity to provide input on this project. If you
have questions regarding these comments, please contact Kathy Matthews at 919-856-

4520, ext.27 or by e-mail at <kathryn_matthews@fws.gov >.

Sincerely,

qLtfi^ a'

Pete Benjamin
Field Supervisor

cc:

Fritz Rohde, NMFS, Beaufort, NC
Pace Wilbur, NMFS, Charleston, SC

Maria Dunn, NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Washington

Doug Huggett, NC Division of Coastal Management, Morehead City, NC
Dan Holliman. USEPA. Atlanta" GA
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